
• Cytoskeletal filament networks provide internal structure of cells that 
facilitate movement, growth, and cell division.  

• Motor activity is responsible for far-from-equilibrium phenomena, like 
active stress, self-organized flow, and spontaneous nematic defeat 
generation.  

• aLENS (a Living ENsemble Simulator): high-performance software for 
simulating  rigid bodies interconnected by dynamic springs [1].  

• Motor diffusion and stepping.  
• Computing binding and unbinding while maintaining realistic macroscopic statistics.  
• Updating filament position while overcoming stiffness constraints and maintaining 

steric exclusion.  
• Kinetic Monte-Carlo (KMC): allow fluctuations in bound protein number 

and binding kinetics that recovers the equilibrium distribution of static 
crosslinking proteins; satisfy both local and global detailed balance (4-
states transitions, ) [1, 2, 3].  

• Baobzi: N-ary tree structure; leaves represent functions in small sub-
boxes of domain with Chebyshev polynomials using Clenshaw algorithm.
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• Normal Search of Baobzi Family (BF): Normalize  and discretize  dimension using multiple Baobzi 
objects (with grid size in same [or smaller] order of magnitude); use binary search in point evaluation.  

• Reverse Search: Precalculate integral range of each Baobzi object and match its grid along ; use Boost 
bisection method to find root without derivatives. Use OpenMP to speed up build process. Provide 
interface to save formulated BF object as external files and reloading for flexible time management. 
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• : filament with center mass  and orientation  :  

❖ Searching volume of unbounded head:  

• Reduce CDF dimensionality by considering the lab position of 
each bound motor head and an infinite carrier line defined by 
the position and orientation of unbound filament.  

• Discretization & 2D Linear Interpolation :  

• Reverse lookup: Interpolation & binary search: .  
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• Apply adaptive Chebyshev approximation with 

parallel computing to simulate motors’ binding rate 
on filaments with better accuracy and affordable 
costs in both directions searching.  

• Together with lookup table, set up benchmarks after 
fine-tuning of parameters for further KMC tests.   

• Provide extensible functionalities including pre-
building and loading other formulations of integrand. 

-  Not scalable to more than 3-factors dependence. 
-  Exponential costs growth for better BF’s accuracy. 
-  Small scale simulation only. Further test in cellular-

scale modeling in aLENS.  
-  Potential application of rejection sampling or MCMC. 
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Comparison of performances between Lookup Table (LT) and Baobzi Family (BF) under different siffness and freelength of motor spring. 

Reconstructed domain within  
limit in both dimensions.

rc,D Choose maximum desired relaive error (.tol 
in Baobzi) as  in implementaion. 10−4

Improve all BF’s accuracy to  level by 
tuning coefficient  of Baobzi’s linear grid.
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Lookup Table Approach [4]
Reverse lookup result using parameters’ sets that opimize build ime, not accuracy.

Finer grid significantly increases BF’s accuracy 
when motor’s siffness is moderate. 

BF’s accuracy maintains  to 
level except when  and CDF are small. 
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Effecive PDF with threshold filtering.  
Use conformal mapping to speed domain search.  

Comparison with Chebfun

Comparison analysis across muliple dimensions. With fine-tuning, 
Baobzi advances in accuracy and building & evaluaion ime. 

BF’s average error in normal lookup BF’s average error in reverse lookup

Smaller threshold filtering almost surely increases 
BF’s accuracy with computaional demands. 


